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Microsoft Intune is a cloud-based enterprise mobility

management (EMM) service - a handy solution that

helps organisations to manage devices. 

 

But behind all the jargon and sales pitches, what does

it actually bring to the table for your team? And why

should you try it out?

 

Let's find out.
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Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

is Insanely Popular now

Unfortunately, it opens your organisation

up to any number of threats.

Using Intune, personal devices can be

provisioned, with a clear devision

between personal information and work-

related apps.

Now BYOD is possible without

compromising company-wide

consistency.
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Let's Be Honest, Manually

Updating Apps is Tiresome

I bet you prefer when your phone

updates its apps automatically, right?

The same can be done for work devices,

keeping everybody on the same page

with up to date applications, security,

and access to information.

Nobody gets left behind!
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Say Goodbye to Weak Links in

the Security Chain

Aside from automatically updating apps,

Intune also secures devices by managing

how users access information.

From day one, it's a solution with

security in mind, and even on personal

devices it keeps sensitive information

safe.

Plus, lost devices can be wiped remotely,

just in case the worst was to happen.
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Setup & Go

Make First Days Great Again!

The first day in a new role is a

momentous occasion, but falls flat

when device configuration isn't

sorted.

Worse still is if device configuration

is a lengthy process not managed

centrally.

Instead, welcome new employees

with a device already set up and

managed from their first day to their

last (which is hopefully long after!)



In short, Microsoft Intune has plenty to

offer your organisation: security,

productivity, efficiency, ease… and much

more!

 

Want to have a chat about Microsoft

Intune? I know I'd love to.

Email:

StaceyD@identityexperts.co.uk

Click to connect with me on

LinkedIn

Phone me: 07375225365
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